
THE WISE OLD MAN IN THE STORY OF MENTOR IN GREEK MYTHOLOGY

The wise old man is a person who provides wisdom, guidance and knowledge to people that are generally younger than
themself. This person also acts as a.

What hooks you? Jungian psychology[ edit ] In Jungian analytical psychology , senex is the specific term used
in association with this archetype. Continue Reading. Uranus , Cronus or a doddering fool. He can also or
instead be featured as a hermit. Who wrote this essay? The senex may also appear in a negative form as a
devouring father e. This character type often explained to the knights or heroes â€”particularly those searching
for the Holy Grail â€”the significance of their encounters. They're not intended to be submitted as your own
work, so we don't waste time removing every error. This is likely because a hero must stand on their own to
complete their journey. Let us know! Did you find something inaccurate, misleading, abusive, or otherwise
problematic in this essay example? In extreme cases, he may be a liminal being , such as Merlin , who was
only half human. They enjoy being a part of an emotional relationship between hero and mentor. He may
occasionally appear as an absent-minded professor , appearing absent-minded due to a predilection for
contemplative pursuits. In medieval chivalric romance and modern fantasy literature , he is often presented as
a wizard. This is Latin for old man in general, and in fact, two stock characters of the stage are the senex iratus
, an old man who irrationally objects to the love between the younger characters, and the senex amans , an old
man foolishly in love with a woman too young for him. Who are the mentors in your story? Keep in mind that
the mentor doesn't have to be a person. The wise old man is often seen to be in some way "foreign", that is,
from a different culture, nation, or occasionally, even a different time, from those he advises. Traits[ edit ]
This type of character is typically represented as a kind and wise, older father-type figure who uses personal
knowledge of people and the world to help tell stories and offer guidance that, in a mystical way, may impress
upon his audience a sense of who they are and who they might become, thereby acting as a mentor. His
wisdom is not only in his increased knowledge and judgment, but his knowing that younger people have taken
on the role of hero, and that his position has changed to one of mentor. We'll take a look right away. Uranus ,
Cronus or a doddering fool. In extreme cases, he may be a liminal being , such as Merlin , who was only half
human. In medieval chivalric romance and modern fantasy literature , he is often presented as a wizard. Or is
the mentor a stereotypical fairy godmother or white-bearded wizard. This character type often explained to the
knights or heroes â€”particularly those searching for the Holy Grail â€”the significance of their encounters.
Jung's senex, unlike these characters, has grown old graciously. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy,
timeliness, or completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as advice. The
wise old man is often seen to be in some way "foreign", that is, from a different culture, nation, or
occasionally, even a different time, from those he advises. This character type often explained to the knights or
heroes â€”particularly those searching for the Holy Grail â€”the significance of their encounters.


